
 

Roots Education  Quiz 

Vocabulary Quiz – 24-03-15 
Directions: Choose the best word(s) to complete each sentence.  
 
1. The talk show host’s improvised ______ at the end of his show proved amazingly popular with 

viewers; because of this, the Producers decided to air a similar complaint at the end of every 
episode and make his rants a recurring segment.  
A] onslaught    B] diatribe  
C] eulogy     D] obloquy  
E] ignominy  

 
2. The accountant knew that the company could not sustain itself with its current income, since its 

______ was just enough to cover expenses for two quarters in a row.  
 A] gross     B] arrearage  

C] harvest     D] encumbrance  
E] salary  

 
3. The idea behind any institute of higher education is that ______ scholars shape the minds of 

neophyte students, and as a result, the students’ minds become nearly as ______ as the 
professors’. 

 A] analytical … daft   B] sagacious … esoteric  
C] keen … cretinous   D] erudite … perspicacious  
E] astute ... puerile  

 
4. Though thought to cure all illnesses, the medieval practice of bleeding actually ______ the 

patient; moreover, it often resulted in a lethal infection.  
 A] ameliorated    B] enervated  

C] invigorated    D] refurbished  
E] eviscerated  

 
5. The sentiments expressed in the former IRA bomber’s memoir constitute a final attempt at 

atonement; nonetheless, some readers still feel his sins are too great to ever truly be ______.  
 A] expurgated    B] begrudged  

C] expiated    D] exculpated  
E] redressed  

 
6. Andre typically ______ on even the most mundane decisions, yet he was surprisingly ______ 

when it came to making major choices such as purchasing a house or choosing insurance policies 
for his family.  

 A] oscillated … indecisive   B] trembled … intrepid  
C] asserted … inflexible   D] procrastinated … dilatory  
E] wavered … resolute  
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